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Quantification over possibilities 

• The captain could /might/must/should/would
throw some of the cargo overboard.

• The glass is fragile. 

• Qualquer coisa que seja colocada em frente
deles, fará parte das estatísticas.
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Modality across categories
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Questions

• What are the contributions of grammar to the 
meanings of modal statements? 

• What are non-grammatical contributions to 
the meanings of modal statements? 
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Decomposing modal domains

Anchors & domain projection 
functions
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Modal auxiliaries

Modal Force Truth in all / some / the 
best / possible worlds

Modal Domain Factual and normative 
restrictions determine 
a possibly ordered set 
of possibilities, the 
modal domain. 
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Hacquard 2006
• Modal domains are projected from modal 

anchors according to fixed recipes.

• Modal anchors are individuals, events, and 
situations that are independently made 
available in the course of a syntactic 
derivation.  



Blueprint for a modal auxiliary

• [[must]] =
λp λs"w’ (w’ Î f (s) ® p(w’))
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Free variable 
ranging over 
domain 
projection 
functions

Modal 
anchor.
Individual,
event, or
situation.



The verbal projection spine
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Argument structure

Tense & aspect

Evidentiality



Possible anchors
• From argument structure: Individuals, events.
!x!e fall(x)(e)

• From higher functional heads: situation 
arguments.
!P!s∃e (P(e) & e ≤ s) Aspect 
!p!s (past(s)(s0) & p(s)) Tense
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Possibilities projected from reality
One common way of 
establishing a domain 
of possibilities is to 
project it from a piece 
of reality by looking at 
possible worlds that 
have a match of that 
piece of reality: the 
anchor.  
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Factual domain projection
• A Yeti must have walked 

by.

• fact(s) = the set of 
worlds that have a 
match of s.

• Defeasible normality 
assumptions.
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Summary
• Modal domains are projected from anchors: 

individuals, events, situations that are 
routinely provided in the course of a syntactic 
derivation. . 

• Next: The surprising power of factual domain 
projection
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The Puzzle of Strength

Karttunen vs. von Fintel & Gillies
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The Puzzle of Strength

Karttunen (1972).

(1) There is a dripping 
faucet.

(2) There must be a 
dripping faucet. 

• (1) is stronger than (2). 
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Dripping faucet
I just discovered - with my own eyes - a dripping 
faucet in the kitchen. I say:

(1) # There must be a dripping faucet. 

I should have said:

(2) There is a dripping faucet.
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Dripping faucet

(1) # There must be a dripping faucet. 

(2) There is a dripping faucet.

• Karttunen (1972): (1) is weaker than (2). Since 
I was in a position to assert (2), I should have 
said (2). 

• Gricean Quantity
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There must be a dripping faucet

Anchor: s0

Prejacent is 
true
in the anchor
situation. 



(1) is weaker than (2)
(1) There must be a dripping faucet.

s0 ≤ w0 & "w (wÎ fact (s0) ® $s (s ≤ w &
faucet-dripping(s))) 

(2) There is a dripping faucet.
s0 ≤ w0 & faucet-dripping(s0)

• (2) asymmetrically entails (1), assuming that all 
accessible worlds have a really good match of s0. 
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The Puzzle of Strength
von Fintel & Gillies (2010).  

(1) There is a dripping 
faucet.

(2) There must be a dripping 
faucet. 

• (2) is stronger than (1). 
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Water meter
I inspected the water meter and saw that water 
consumption has gone up dramatically. I say:

(1) There must be a dripping faucet. 

We investigate the situation and find that there 
are no dripping faucets, but there is a leaking 
toilet tank. 
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There must be a dripping faucet

Anchor 
situation 
s0

Prejacent is not 
true in the anchor 
situation. 



(1) is stronger than (2)
(1) There must be a dripping faucet.

s0 ≤ w0 & "w (wÎ fact (s0) ® $s (s ≤ w &
faucet-dripping(s))) 

(2) There is a dripping faucet.
$s (s ≤ w0 & faucet-dripping(s))

• (1) asymmetrically entails (2). Assuming everything 
is a match of itself, the actual world is accessible. 
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A subtle ambiguity
(1) There must be a dripping faucet.

s0 ≤ w0 & "w (wÎ fact(s0) ® $s (s ≤ w &
faucet-dripping(s))

(2) There is a dripping faucet.
s0 ≤ w0 & faucet-dripping(s0)

(2’) There is a dripping faucet.
$s (s ≤ w0 & faucet-dripping(s))
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Water meter
Me: There must be a dripping faucet.
You: No, you are wrong. The faucets are fine. 

There is a leaking toilet tank. 
Me:# I didn’t say that there WAS a dripping 

faucet. I only said that there MUST be a 
dripping faucet. 

• Modeled after von Fintel & Gillies (2010). 
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Water meter
Me: There might be a dripping faucet.
You: No, you are wrong. The faucets are fine. 

There is a leaking toilet tank. 
Me: I didn’t say that there WAS a dripping 

faucet. I only said that there MIGHT be a 
dripping faucet. 

• Modeled after von Fintel & Gillies (2010). 
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The upshot
• Both Karttunen and von Fintel & Gillies are 

right. 

• Factual domain projection explains how that 
can be. Modal statements are 
underinformative if the prejacent is true in the 
anchor situation. 
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The Modal Anchor Conjecture

Where do modal anchors come 
from? Case studies.
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Adjectives versus auxiliaries

(1) a. This is a glass that is fragile.
b. This is a glass that can break easily. 
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David Lewis’ sorcerer
“A sorcerer takes a liking to a fragile glass, one that 
is a perfect intrinsic duplicate of all the other fragile 
glasses off the same production line. He does 
nothing at all to change the dispositional character 
of his glass. He only watches and waits, resolved 
that if ever his glass is struck, then, quick as a flash, 
he will cast a spell that changes the glass, renders it 
no longer fragile, and thereby aborts the process of 
breaking.” 
David Lewis. 1997, 174. Finkish dispositions. 
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Different truth-conditions
(1) a. This is a glass that is fragile.

b. This is a glass that can break easily.

1(a) is true on Lewis’ scenario; 1(b) has an 
interpretation where it is false.  
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Factual domain projection
(1) a. This glass is fragile.

The modal anchor is the glass. The modal 
alternatives all have matches of the glass, but 
may vary otherwise. In particular, they may vary 
with respect to the circumstances the glass finds 
itself in: there may or may not be a sorcerer.  
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Factual domain projection
(1) b. This glass can break (easily).

The modal anchor is the glass plus relevant 
circumstances. The modal alternatives all have 
duplicates of the glass plus those circumstances. 
With Lewis’ scenario, there is a strong pull to 
include the sorcerer and his urge to protect the 
glass in the relevant circumstances. 
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Question
Modal auxiliaries and modal adjectives take 
different kinds of modal anchors. What 
determines the anchor for a modal expression?
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The Modal Anchor Conjecture

• The anchor of a modal expression is one of its 
arguments. Kratzer 2013. Modality in the 21st

Century. 

• Plausible for modal adjectives like fragile, but 
what about can?
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Modals as raising predicates

Support for the Modal Anchor 
Conjecture
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Modals as raising predicates

• Bhatt 1998.

• Wurmbrand 1999.

• Hackl 1999.

• von Fintel & Iatridou handout for 2009 LSA 
Institute. 

http://web.mit.edu/fintel/fintel-iatridou-
2009-lsa-modals.pdf
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Inverse scope
(2) A lot of people can jump in this pool. 

(Hackl 1999).

(2’) [ ____ [can [vP a lot of people jump in this 
pool] ] ]

• (2) has an interpretation where the modal 
scopes over the quantifier. 
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An ambiguity
(2’) [ ____ [can [vP a lot of people jump in this 

pool] ] ]
(2’’) [a lot of peopleln [can [ tn jump in this 

pool ]]] 
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Deontic modals
(3) a. A car has to be in the garage. 

b. A car must be in the garage. 
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The argument
• If modals are raising predicates, they have a 

propositional argument and a situation/event 
argument. 

• Modal anchors are parts of the evaluation 
world.

• The anchor for a modal has to be its 
situation/event argument.  
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Poor individuation
• Since events and situations are poorly 

individuated, we expect modal domains 
projected from them to be particularly 
vulnerable to contextual pressures.

• The expectation is borne out.
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Vulnerability

(1) You: This glass can’t break. It is protected.

Me: What if the sorcerer dropped dead? 

• The modal domain can always be widened by 

shrinking the anchor – by leaving out more and 

more of the outside circumstances. 

• Existential claims get weaker, and their negations 

stronger, with domain widening.  
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The shiftability of modal domains

Indeterminacy by design
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Three facts about modal domains
• The assignment of truth-conditions to modal 

statements requires fully specified modal 
domains.

• Linguistic representations contain very little 
information about modal domains. 

• There doesn’t seem to be any pressure for 
speakers to fully specify modal domains. 
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Negotiating possibilities
Max If I had left 30 minutes earlier I 

wouldn’t have been stuck in a traffic     
jam.  

Babette If you had left 30 minutes earlier, 
everyone else might have, too, and 
the traffic jam might have been 30 
minutes earlier. 
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Negotiating possibilities

“Suppose I am talking with some elected official 
about the ways he might deal with an 
embarrassment.  So far, we have been ignoring 
those possibilities that would be political suicide 
for him. He says: “You see, I must either destroy 
the evidence or else claim that I did it to stop 
Communism. What else can I do?” I rudely reply: 
There is one other possibility – you can put the 
public interest first for once!” Lewis 1979. 
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Pushing modal boundaries

Political 
survival.
Destroy 
evidence, claim 
false motives

Political suicide. Put 
public interest first
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Assessment
The fact that speakers can’t easily object when 
hearers push the boundaries of modal domains 
to prove them wrong suggests that there might 
be no definite commitment to particular 
boundaries to begin with. 
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Question
Where does the instability of modal domains 
come from?
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Not specific to modals
Certain types of constraints for modal domains 
are not specific to modals at all, hence should 
not be packed into the semantics for modals. 
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Two sources
• Poor individuation of  modal anchors. 

• Defeasible normalcy assumptions on the 
range of possibilities we consider that are not 
specifically tied to modal words, hence should 
not be packed into their semantics.
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Thinking too fast?
If it takes 5 machines 5 
minutes to make 5 
widgets, how long would 
it take 100 machines to 
make 100 widgets?

100 minutes?
5 minutes? 
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5 machines, 5 minutes, 5 widgets

M1    M2    M3    M4    M5

W1    W2    W3    W3    W5

• 100 widgets in 5 minutes.

5 
minutes
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5 machines, 5 widgets, 5 minutes

1st minute M1 W1
2nd minute M2   W2
3rd minute M3   W3
4th minute M4   W4
5th minute M5   W5

• 100 widgets in 100 minutes.
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Incompatible interpretations

Broad
interpretation

Narrow 
interpretation 
via world 
knowledge. 5 minutes

100 
minutes

Narrow 
interpretation 
via world 
knowledge. 57



Eliminating possibilities
• Grammar determines broad interpretations.

• Narrow interpretations come from 
interactions with non-linguistic knowledge
resources: presumptions about cooperative 
interaction, presumptions about the normal 
course of events, etc. 
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Grammar wins
• Narrow interpretations can always be 

challenged.

• Broad interpretations can always be pushed 
for. 
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Conclusions
• Shared assumptions about the normal course 

of events are not targeted by the lexical 
semantics of modals. 

• The interpretation of plain modals like must, 
have to, or can does NOT depend on an 
ordering source. 
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Grammar vs. Cognition

Joint work with Jonathan 
Phillips, Moral Psychology 
Research Lab, Harvard 
University.
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Building a bridge …

• The grammar contributes 
representations of modal 
anchors. 

• (Non-linguistic) cognition 
would be expected to 
contribute a repertoire of 
domain projection 
functions, as well as 
implicit modal restrictions. 
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The study

Flavors of modals & flavors of modal 
restrictions
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Could vs. might

• Could, but not might can be implicitly 
restricted by moral norms.  
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The evil captain
FitzRoy is a notoriously ruthless pirate who decided to pose as 
a captain of a ship in order to steal several expensive 
sculptures that a museum needs to transport across the sea. 
After he posed as an ordinary ship captain who was taking 
some passengers across the sea, FitzRoy got the job.

While sailing on the sea, a large storm came upon FitzRoy and 
his small ship. As the waves began to grow larger, FitzRoy
realized that his small vessel was too heavy and the ship 
would flood if he didn’t make it lighter. The only things on 
FitzRoy's small boat were the expensive art sculptures that he 
was stealing and several passengers. He knew he had to throw 
something overboard to keep the ship from capsizing.
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Lexical difference
(1) FitzRoy should throw the passengers overboard.

(2) FitzRoy could throw the passengers overboard.

(3) FitzRoy might throw the passengers overboard.

• Most likely no relevant syntactic difference.
• We kept the context constant.
• Must be lexical difference.
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Agree/Disagree?

(5)  a. FitzRoy should throw the sculptures overboard.
b. FitzRoy should throw the passengers overboard.

(6)  a. FitzRoy could throw the sculptures overboard.
b. FitzRoy could throw the passengers overboard.

(7)  a. FitzRoy might throw the sculptures overboard.
b. FitzRoy might throw the passengers overboard.
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Results
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Results
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Results
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Lexically represented norms

Weak necessity modals
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Weak necessity modals
• The interpretation of weak necessity modals 

like ought or should depends on an ordering 
of the modal domain representing norms that 
are not presupposed to be collectively 
committed to (Rubinstein 2012). 
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Rubinstein (2012)
Rachel is a student coming to the United States, 
where it is illegal not to have health insurance. 

(1) Rachel has to get health insurance.
(2) Rachel should get health insurance. 

• (2) evokes the possibility of illegal behavior. 
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Time to 
conclude



Summary
• Modal domains are projected with fixed 

recipes from anchors provided in various 
positions of syntactic representations. 

• Implicit domain restrictions are defeasible and 
not syntactically represented. 

• Might and could differ with respect to the 
implicit domain restrictions they tolerate.
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